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Abstract

Purpose of study: Small sample size is the most common limitation which restricts the generalization of research results, and this is true to many fields, including language testing. The current study is sought to show the predictive power of sample sizes over the population mean to decide what sample minimum size can be considered as a proper sample size for a language test.

Methodology: The data for this quantitative research was 5,250 paper-based TOEFL test scores considered as the population, which includes listening, structure, and reading tests, and it is the most familiar standardized test among EFL researchers. Due to its objective nature, it leaves little chance for bias scores. The score ranged between 30.7% of 417 in the TOEFL scale and 95.7% or 653. Standard error was used as the parameter in deciding the proper sample size. It was the cut-off point when the parameter did not show any obvious change when the sample size was added. We used hierarchical agglomerative clustering with three clusters, determined using 30 indices through the majority rule, in finding out the cut-off point.

Main Findings: It was found that the cut-off point is at the sample size of 52 with the range between 46 and 59. Therefore, it can be concluded that the minimum proper sample size for a research study involving a language test is n = 46.

Application of this study: The results of this study apply to the area of English language teaching and testing. However, it does not rule out the possibility that the study result applies to tests in other languages.

Novelty/Originality of this study: The result of this study should be treated as statistical evidence of the proper sample size to avoid inaccurate or conflicting research results in language teaching where a test is used for analysis.

Keywords: Sample Size, Language Teaching, Testing, Standard Error, Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering.

INTRODUCTION

The sample size is the first most significant component in any quantitative research studies. It allows researchers to make generalizations of the research result to a wider context because an adequate sample size can represent a population (Stangor, 2011, p. 122; Tuckman & Harper, 2012, p. 425). There is a common practice by researchers to express limitations of their research in published research papers, and the small sample size is the most common limitation which is perceived to restrict the generalization of research results. However, there has not been any consensus among EFL researchers regarding what sample size is considered small. Experts in research methodology in social sciences have failed to provide or to reach an agreement of the proper sample size which is representative of a population (Dorvci, 2007, pp. 95–96; Gravetter & Forzano, 2012, pp. 141–142). The not-large enough sample sizes contribute to, among others, conflicting results in similar research studies such as the study about the strength of the relationship between the use of metacognitive language-learning strategies and language-learning motivation by Wu (2007) and Goh and Foong (1997), and the empirical evidence on the effect of learning by teaching technique by Kasim, Muslem, and Mustafa (2020). Another example is differences in effect sizes of peer-assessment across 54 published research found by Double et al. (2019) because they did not consider sample sizes in selecting papers to be analyzed. With the p-value of 0.05, which is most preferred in social science research, the Type I error, i.e. rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually true, is very sensitive to sample size (Agresti, 2019, p. 150). To obtain accurate research results, researchers need to obtain the data from a proper sample size. For that, researchers will be able to draw conclusions leading to the establishment of new theories because the advantage of a quantitative research study is that the results are generalizable (Dorvci, 2007, p. 34). This is achieved through the power of statistical analysis toward the data. Does this statistical analysis require that the sample size to be large (French et al., 2013, p. 154; Kothari, 2004, p. 160), but again, how large is considered large? The present research explores, for the first time, the proper sample size which can be used in language testing. We utilized a simple, basic statistical analysis to answer this very fundamental question using real data of more than 5,000 scores. The findings should make an important contribution for researchers in determining the number of participants to be recruited for a quantitative study involving language tests.

The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: First, the literature on sample sizes is comprehensively reviewed to show that there is an urgency for the current research. This section is summarized with the presentation of an alternative methodology that can be used to determine the proper sample size for language tests. The next section is concerned with the methodology used for this study, describing how the data were obtained and prepared for analysis. The data analysis and how the conclusion was made are discussed in detail in this section. The result section which follows presents the result
of statistical analysis with detailed visualization, and the results are discussed comprehensively in the result section. The summary of the findings is concluded in the conclusion section, accompanied by the implication of the results.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section describes literature regarding how sample size is calculated to represent the population and standardized sample size in statistics. The section is concluded with an alternative procedure of determining the optimum sample size which can represent the population.

Population and sample

The population is the parameter to which the quantitative research results are intended. Most of the time, the population consists of a large group of individuals, i.e. tens of thousands, thus it is inefficient to involve the whole population for a research study for the sake of time and money (Navarro, 2016, p. 301). Therefore, we can make inferences about the population based on a sample (Privitera, 2018, pp. 6–7), that is some individuals drawn from the population (Neuman, 2014, p. 246). The purpose of sample selection is to obtain a proper number of those individuals in a way that can represent the population from which they are drawn (Lock et al., 2017, p. 20). For that purpose, there are some techniques of sample selection, i.e. probability sampling, which includes several types of random sampling, and non-probability sampling, which covers convenience sampling and purposive sampling (Kothari, 2004, p. 59). However, the most recommended sample selection which are confidently-representative of populations is completely-randomized sample selection (Neuman, 2014, p. 49).

Although the purpose of randomized-sample selection is to obtain a limitless generalization of the research results, many populations are influenced by many characteristics such as age, educational background, gender, and the list can go on limitlessly (Stangor, 2011, p. 257). However, the generalization of research results should be limited to only characteristics which are controlled in the research (Gravetter & Forzano, 2012, pp. 236–237). These limitations are usually expressed by researchers in the last part of the discussion or conclusion section in their papers, and further research studies are usually advised to address these limitations (Peacock, 2002, p. 486; Ruiying & Allison, 2003, pp. 376–379).

Sample sizes

In addition to the proper way of sample selection, the number of individuals included in the sample is no less of significance. The sample sizes very much determine the representativeness of the population (Lock et al., 2017, p. 205). When the sample size is big enough, the sample statistic is very close to the population parameter (Lock et al., 2017, p. 204). However, in current practice, many quantitative and qualitative studies in language pedagogy involved only small sample sizes (Baese-Berk & Morrill, 2015; Latifi et al., 2011; Perakyla, 1997, pp. 295–296). As much as the sample sizes were too small, many researchers insisted on generalizing the results of their research (see Atai & Nazari, 2011; Baese-Berk & Morrill, 2015; Latifi et al., 2011). Some researchers admitted that the results of their research cannot be generalized to other contexts (Shieh & Freiermuth, 2010). Although they recognize the trade-off of their inadequate sample size, still their research is not very meaningful for the current knowledge. A research study is intended to understand how the world works, and without achieving that purpose, the research is less practical.

The fact that a small sample size does not represent the population is caused by the sample not being able to mimic all significant characteristics of the population, such as in Fageeh (2014, p. 15). For example, EFL students as the population consist of students who:

1) Learn English as a foreign language;
2) Come from under-developed, developing, and developed countries;
3) Are males and females;
4) Learn English at school only and lean English by using other media such as movies;
5) Are taught by good teachers or better teachers.

If the sample size is too small, not all characteristics of the population above, for example, are caught by the sample (Mendenhall et al., 2013, p. 297). If the sample only consists of EFL students from developed countries, the research results are not generalizable to EFL students in under-developed or developing countries. In addition, when the sample is broken down into groups such as to analyzed the effect of gender, the sample size becomes even smaller. As a result, Fageeh (2014) found that the effect of some types of writing practices on writing proficiency between students with different levels of English proficiency, which is unexpected and difficult-to-explain because this is not in line with the current well-established literature. Because Fageeh (2014) used a small sample size, it is less wise to use the research result to dispute the literature. Also, Coolican (2014, p. 52) claimed that there is a possibility of failing to reject the null hypothesis (H0) even when the H0 is not true when we rely on a small sample.
Commonly-used sample sizes in language tests

Many quantitative research studies in language teaching, particularly English language teaching, involve language tests as a measurement to be used as the data for analysis. Some research studies used excessive sample sizes such as those revealed by Wei et al. (2019, p. 3). They reported that some articles published in System utilized sample sizes of more than 300. On the other hand, most research in second language acquisition involves a small sample size, generally less than 20 (Gonulal, 2016, p. 7). Coxhead (2017, p. 84) mentioned that it was not easy to obtain a large sample for research in applied linguistics, where language testing is one of the subfields. One of the causes is the ideal class size for second and foreign language classes are small, for example, 16 in Turkey as reported by Gonulal (2016, p. 7). Small class size contributes to better success in language teaching (Harfitt, 2015); however, it is a threat for research. In addition, undergraduate and post-graduate students conducting research as the university requirement tend to select only one class for a time and cost efficiency without considering the generalizability of their research result (Fadiana et al., 2020; Nirwan, 2020; Setiawan & Wiedarti, 2020).

Other research has tried to manipulate moderately small sample size by using a robust statistical analysis called bootstrapped quantile regression (BQR) analysis, which is a method of randomly replicating the existing sample (Nikitina et al., 2019). However, this method does not guarantee that the sample represents the population, especially when the existing sample is small (Hesterberg, 2015, p. 384). In addition, this method involves a robust advanced statistic, which is not common in applied linguistics research (Khany & Tazik, 2019). In addition, the statistical literacy even among graduate students in the non-mathematics related field was limited in such inferential statistics (Gonulal, 2016).

Standardized sample sizes in statistics

Experts in statistics have proposed the maximum sample sizes considered small. The rules of thumb to analyze differences between groups by using a significant test such as t-test and ANOVA, the suggested sample sizes are no less than 29 (Lock et al., 2017, p. 419) or 30 (Mendenhall et al., 2013, p. 304; Privitera, 2018, p. 288). A smaller sample size is allowed for a Chi-square test, which is also often in language pedagogy research. VanVoorhis and Morgan (2007, p. 48) and Camilli and Hopkins (1978, p. 165) suggested that the overall sample size is 20 and no less than 5 for each variable. In addition, the sample size for correlation and regression analyses should be larger in order for the analysis results to be meaningful, i.e. 50 (VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2007, p. 48).

Statistically, Kothari (2004, pp. 175–177) mentioned that the expected sample size can be determined using a method involving intended standard error and confidential interval. Using this method, when the population size is unknown, the sample size is calculated by using the following formula.

\[ n = \frac{z^2 \cdot \sigma_p^2}{e^2} \]

Where:
- \( n \) = sample size
- \( z \) = the value of the standard variate at (1.96 for \( p = 0.05 \) and 2.5758 for \( p = 0.01 \))
- \( \sigma_p \) = standard deviation of the population (to be estimated from past experience or on the basis of a trial sample)
- \( e \) = standard error of the sample statistic (acceptable error)

When the population size is known to researchers, the formula to determine the sample size is as follows.

\[ n = \frac{z^2 \cdot N \cdot \sigma_p^2}{(N - 1)e^2 + z^2 \cdot \sigma_p} \]

Where
- \( n \) = sample size
- \( N \) = population size
- \( z \) = the value of the standard variate at (1.96 for \( p = 0.05 \) and 2.5758 for \( p = 0.01 \))
- \( \sigma_p \) = standard deviation of the population (to be estimated from past experience or on the basis of a trial sample)
- \( e \) = standard error of the sample statistic (acceptable error)

As much as it is theoretically profound, the procedure above requires statistical skill, especially in determining the standard deviation of the population and acceptable error. Therefore, although "sample size determination is a prerequisite for statistical surveys" (Sadia & Hossain, 2014, p. 420), a very small number of researchers in language pedagogy reported that they determined the sample size based on any of those methods. Therefore, ready-to-use sample size is required in the field of language pedagogy.
An alternative procedure

The optimum sample size can also be determined using the standard error for every estimated sample size. The optimum size is concluded when the standard error does not change after increasing the sample size. As it is required by the standard error formula, the standard deviation of the population can be calculated by using the formula given by Lock et al. (2017, p. 79) and Privitera (2018, p. 123).

\[
s = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (x - \bar{x})^2}{n - 1}}
\]

Where

- \( s \) = standard deviation of the sample
- \( n \) = sample size
- \( x \) = individual datum in the population
- \( \bar{x} \) = population mean

After the standard deviation is obtained, the standard error of sample mean (\( e \)) can be calculated based central limit theorem, as provided by Coolican (2014, p. 400) and Adams and Lawrence (2015, p. 229) in the following.

\[
e = \frac{s}{\sqrt{n}}
\]

Where

- \( e \) = standard error of the sample mean
- \( s \) = standard deviation of the population
- \( n \) = sample size

Based on the formula, it is expected that increasing sample size results in smaller standard error of sample mean, which is in line with Lock et al. (2017, p. 204), Mendenhall et al. (2013, p. 297), and Privitera (2018, p. 227).

The current study

Many books and research studies related to the methodology of research involving a language test have been published by experts, researchers, teachers, and other education practitioners. Our literature review section has shown that the proper sample size for a language test has not been empirically proposed in any previous publications. The current study used the alternative procedure discussed above, i.e. using the standard error for every estimated sample size, to fill this significant gap of literature. Therefore, the conclusion in this research was drawn based on robust statistical analyses and big data, which allows the generalization of the results.

METHODOLOGY

This section is the most essential section in this paper, where the utilization of basic inferential statistics is backed up with robust advanced inferential statistics to determine the predicted proper sample size. The section concludes by presenting how the optimum sample size was determined after the analysis.

DATA

The data used for this research consisted of 5,250 scores of Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) obtained from the Language Center of Syiah Kuala University in Indonesia. TOEFL scores were used in this research because it is the most familiar English language test among EFL educators and researchers (Elfiondri, et al., 2020). There are three versions of the test, i.e. international internet-based, international paper-based, and institutional paper-based TOEFL. Unlike the other versions of TOEFL, institutional TOEFL is easy to administer because it does not have a speaking or writing section. In this research, the authors used institutional paper-based TOEFL, well known as ITP TOEFL, because the absence of speaking and writing sections makes the results free of rater bias. The test takers were English as a foreign language (EFL) learners between 24 and 40 years of age. The scores selected range from 30.714% to 95.714, where the scores below 30.714% have been removed because, according to Mustafa and Anwar (2018), those scores do not represent learner's English proficiency. These scores are considered the population on which the parameter is based, and the size is large enough to be considered a population. The distribution of the scores is presented in Figure 1.

The scores in Figure 1 is a little right-skewed because there are more scores in lower ranges. The population mean is 49.65347, and the standard deviation is 8.33, with 95% of the data are from 43.571 to 55.
Procedures of analysis

The sample were selected randomly from the population, i.e. 5,250 scores, with the size starting from 0.25% of the population size (13 scores), and the size increased 0.25% for the following score until it reaches 20% (1,050 scores). To randomly select the sample, the sampling with replacement was performed automatically by using R, an opensource statistical computer software, using the R code from the mosaic package, as shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, \( x \) in the code is the data frame of the population, and \( size \) is the sample size to be randomly selected from the population \( x \). For the confidential estimation of the optimum sample size, this process was repeated from random selection to produce 100 samples for each size. The standard error of the mean for each sample was treated as a single datum.

For clustering purposes, the mean for each standard error was used. First, the number of optimum clusters was determined using 30 indices. According to Charrad et al. (2014, p. 3), this method “offers the best scheme from different results.” We used the majority rule to decide the best number of clusters, meaning that the number of clusters resulted from the majority of indices is considered as the best number of clusters. The following code was used to calculate the number of clusters simultaneously for all indices.

After obtaining the optimum number of clusters. The data were clustered using hierarchical agglomerative clustering or known as Agglomerative Nesting (AGNES). In this approach, “each observation starts in its own cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy” (Baby & Sasirekha, 2013, p. 1). We selected a hierarchical agglomerative clustering technique for our analysis because Ah-Pine (2018, p. 1) claimed that the technique is generic, efficient and effective. The following R codes are used to execute the hierarchical agglomerative clustering formula and create the dendrogram, a chart that visualizes generated clusters, are as follows.
The purpose of these analyses was to cluster standard error for each sample size in order to decide the sample size that is so optimum that adding more data does not result in decreasing the standard error. Therefore, the starting point of the last cluster was considered as the point where the sample size is considered optimum. The lowest starting point is the midpoint between the starting point of the last cluster and the endpoint of the previous cluster.

RESULTS

The purpose of the current research was to find out the smallest proper sample size which is not considered small in language testing by utilizing standard error. The analysis started by randomly selected the sample with the sizes starting from 0.25% of the population size with 0.25% increase in the next size until the size reached 25%. Then the standard error was calculated for every sample size. This process was repeated 99 more times, and the result of the calculation is presented in the following tables. For space availability, only the first and last 10 sample sizes and 10 samples were presented.

Table 1: Standard error of means for ten samples for the first ten sample sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Standard error of means for the last ten sample sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>22.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>23.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>23.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>24.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>24.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tables above show that the standard errors were higher for smaller sample sizes (Table 1) than those for larger sample sizes (Table 2). In addition, the standard errors are less stable across samples for smaller sample sizes, where some are very high, such as 9, and the others are lower such as 0.3. However, for larger sample sizes, the standard errors...
are not very different between one and another. To make a conclusion regarding proper sample size, the means for each standard error were calculated and the summary is presented in the following figure.

**Figure 5:** Means of standard error

Figure 6 shows standard errors which are gradually decreasing as the sample sizes are bigger. There are some fluctuations when the sample sizes reach more than 10%. However, these fluctuations are small and hardly visible in the figure. For smaller sample sizes, the decrease is rather sharp compared to smaller ones.

Before the means of standard error were categorized into clusters, we determined the number of optimum clusters using 30 indices, from which the decision was drawn using the majority rule, and the result is shown in the following figure.

**Figure 6:** Optimum number of clusters

In Figure 6, only positive numbers greater than one were included, i.e. 11 possible proposed clusters. The other 13 indices proposed the numbers of clusters less than 1, and thus excluded from the histogram plot above. In addition, the other six indices did not propose any result. Among all indices included in Figure 6, three indices proposed 3 as the best number of clusters. Therefore, we picked three clusters in the following dendrogram.

**Figure 7:** Dendrogram showing clusters for means of standard error

The dendrogram shown in Figure 7 is a result of clustering using hierarchical agglomerative clustering calculated and generated in R. The red horizontal dash line divides the data into three clusters, as determined in Figure 6. The last cluster starts at 4, that is the point of 1% of the total population. Since there is a distance between 0.75% and 1%, and
between 1% and 0.25%, the midpoint between the distance was considered the border separating both percentages. The detail is shown in Figure 8.

In figure 8, the midpoint between 0.75% and 1% is at 0.875, therefore 0.875% is considered the lowest percentage which belongs to 1%. In addition, the midpoint between 1% and 1.25% is 1.125%. Therefore, the range of the lowest point of cluster 3 is between 0.875% (46 scores) and 1.25% (59 scores). Therefore, the sample sizes at these points are used as the optimum sample size for a language test, which is comprehensively discussed in the following section.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to find out the proper minimum sample size for language testing by utilizing standard errors from 5,250 TOEFL scores. The sample size was considered proper when adding more data did not significantly lower the standard error. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering was used to divide standard errors into clusters and the number of optimal clusters was calculated using 30 indices. The starting point of the last cluster was considered the smallest proper sample size for language testing. The analysis result shows that the last cluster, i.e. cluster 3, started from 1% (44 scores). By considering 0.75% as the previous point before 1% and 1.25% as the next point, 0.125 was taken as the interval of 1%; therefore, the lowest proper sample size was 0.125%±1%, i.e. 0.875% (46 scores) and 1.25% (59 scores).

This result is very significant for researchers in language pedagogy who conduct research involving language test for quantitative analysis. The purpose of a quantitative research study was to make generalization. There have been countless published studies that have used sample size smaller than 38 but forced generalization based on the results of the study. Among others are Razaghi, Bagheri, and Yamini (2019), Farvardin (2019), Slim and Hafedh (2019). Many of those previous studies have proposed to generalize the results of their researches in spite of improper sample size. Such over generalization should be revisited for validation. There is a chance that the results may deviate from previously obtained results. According to Faber and Fonseca (2014, p. 28), using a small sample size increases a chance of assuming a false premise as true. In addition, we often fail to reject the null hypothesis, which is a type II error in statistics, when the sample size is too small (Lock et al., 2017, p. 312).

The result that 38 scores are considered proper sample size for language testing provides good news for researchers in language pedagogy involving language testing. In statistics, the proper sample size suggested without considering the population size was at least 362 participants (Bhalerao & Kadam, 2010). For population size similar to our study, i.e. 5,250, Raosoft Survey, which is one of the most used sample size calculator recommended by Vaux and Briggs (2006), estimates 359 as the sample size. These numbers are too impossible for most researchers, especially undergraduate students who conduct research for their degree requirements, with limitations of time and financial support. Therefore, many researchers reported the combined sample size although the sample was split in their analysis, such as splitting into experimental and control groups. In addition, researchers in language pedagogy rarely cited literature to provide a reason for using a certain sample size because they could not follow the sample size suggested in the literature. With the result of our study, it is possible for most researchers, including undergraduate and postgraduate students, to obtain 46 participants for their quantitative research. Therefore, they can use the result of our study to justify the adequacy of their sample sizes.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION

This study was intended to provide a reference for researchers in language pedagogy regarding the proper sample size in language testing. With the use of simple statistical analyses backed up with robust inferential statistics based on standard errors as the parameter of estimate and hierarchical agglomerative clustering as the procedure of estimation, our study has revealed that the smallest sample size which can be used to predict the true mean or population mean was between 46 and 59 participants. The results of the analyses show that increasing the sample size does not improve the accuracy of results, where the mean of the sample does not differ much to the mean of the population. Therefore, for time and cost efficiency, research involving language tests can generalize the results based on the sample size of as small as 46 participants.

This study has proposed an alternative procedure for calculating proper sample sizes. In statistics, the sample size is ideally determined by considering the requirements such as intended effect size, confidence level, the margin of error, and standard error, and input the requirement into a sample size formula. In contrast, we proposed to estimate the sample sizes by testing standard error produced by each sample size to the mean of the population from real-world data. As an implication, this procedure can be replicated to estimate proper sample sizes in other fields. For that purpose, big data in the form of scores from a test in any discipline can be collected, and the researcher can use the procedure that has been
demonstrated in our analysis to find out the proper sample size in that particular discipline. Afterward, previous research that utilized sample sizes smaller than the proper sample size should be replicated to validate the results and draw more accurate conclusions, which is significant for the development of knowledge. Therefore, the result of our study would be helpful for researchers across disciplines.

LIMITATION AND STUDY FORWARD

The analysis in the current article was so simple that it might be seen unnecessary by those who have advanced statistical sense. However, it was appropriate and adequate to arrive at conclusions that make sense for most non-statistician researchers. However, the generalizability of this research results is subject to some limitations. First, the data used were real-world data in non-productive language proficiency, i.e., listening comprehension, structure, and reading comprehension. Therefore, the results of our analysis only apply to non-productive language test scores. Productive language scores such as writing and speaking need to be analyzed separately to find the optimum sample size. We do not currently have access to such data in large quantities. Second, we only consider mean in deciding the sample size, and thus we believe that the result of our study would apply for any statistical tests. However, some statistical analysis such as correlation analysis and linear regression analysis might need a larger sample size for their accurate analysis. Third, the data that we used were numerical data; therefore, the results might not be true for categorical data. Finally, we did not validate the usability of our proper sample sizes for other populations. Therefore, we do not know the level of its effectiveness. Further research is recommended to validate the correctness of our predicted proper sample size. This research paper has already claimed the correctness of the predicted result. So future recommendation can be to validate the correctness of the prediction rather than testing the correctness as mentioned in the last line. It is desired that the researcher will make it clear about the non-productive and productive language scores. Because it is a vital part of the methodology of the paper.
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